
Sprint documents are great tools to organize the set of time given for projects. Users will

be able to be efficient with their time by using these.

Sprint Definition & Meaning

A sprint refers to a period of time where specific tasks have to be completed and ready

for review.

This means it is used by a lot of professionals to complete projects within a team to meet

a certain deadline.

What Is a Sprint?

A sprint is a period of time where specific work for a project has to be done and ready for

review. An example could be an engineering team coming up with new network

technology within weeks, or even a production crew of a film adaptation having to shoot

videos for days. These frameworks of scheduling are used to encourage productivity

within a project and make an output/product of value.

10 Types of Sprint

Sprint Roadmap

A sprint roadmap allows users to set a roadmap based on this specific block of time. It is

ideal for helping a team know how long they have for the tasks. The tasks will be done in

no time.

https://www.template.net/editable/92172/sprint-roadmap


Sprint Check-in



Checking in on how things are going helps puts things in perspective. With a sprint

check-in, users can note the goals that have been achieved so far. These documents are

usually made for observing productivity.

https://www.template.net/editable/92167/sprint-check-in
https://www.template.net/editable/92167/sprint-check-in


90 Day Sprint



A lot can be done in three months. This is why a lot of important projects are given 90

days for a timeframe. With a 90 Day sprint document, you have the perfect tool to set all

the details during this sprint.

https://www.template.net/editable/91218/90-day-sprint


Sprint Calendar



It is important to remember deadlines. With a sprint calendar, users can have a

reminder on what needs to be done before a certain date. This tool lets users mark and

highlight important days during the sprint.

https://www.template.net/editable/91221/sprint-calendar


Sprint Planning Dashboard



A plan is as good as its layout when it comes to project management. A planning

dashboard is a great tool to plan for a sprint. Its layout allows users to organize the

details in a neat table.

https://www.template.net/editable/91224/sprint-planning-dashboard
https://www.template.net/editable/91224/sprint-planning-dashboard


Sprint Retrospective



Reflecting on what needs to continue or stop can go a long way. With a sprint

retrospective, users can note what works and what doesn't. This improves the efficiency

of the sprint and brings the team closer to their objectives.

https://www.template.net/editable/91224/sprint-planning-dashboard
https://www.template.net/editable/91224/sprint-planning-dashboard


Sprint Capacity Planning



In a sprint, it is not just the block of time that speeds up the project. The other factor is

having employees capable of meeting the deadlines. With sprint capacity planning, users

can delegate the right employees to achieve those specific tasks.

https://www.template.net/editable/91222/sprint-capacity-planning


Sprint Timeline



A sprint refers to the period of time given to a project. With a sprint timeline document,

users can organize the time given into manageable blocks. Details like dates and

schedules can be recorded on this timeline for effective time management.

https://www.template.net/editable/91227/sprint-timeline-template


Sprint Tracker



Keeping track of things during a sprint can go a long way. Using a sprint tracker can

help users keep an eye on day-to-day operations. Details like user stories, tasks, and

statuses can be easily noted down.

https://www.template.net/editable/92174/sprint-tracker


Sprint Schedule



Keeping a schedule allows everything from employees to deadlines to align properly.

Using a sprint schedule helps in this period of time with the workload and the pressure.

Details like dates, timings, and deadlines can be easily noted with this template.

https://www.template.net/editable/91204/sprint-schedule




Sprint Uses, Purpose, and Importance

Sprint documents allow a team to achieve the goals of a project within a set schedule.

This prevents work from being drawn out longer than it should.

To Give Guidance

It is important to have a guide when working on tasks. With a sprint plan, employees

can be guided on what to do during this time. It will clarify everything that needs to be

focused on.

To Focus on Important Task

Sprint planning is for the purpose of doing a series of vital tasks. This allows teams to

work on what needs to be done first which will result in relevant outputs.

To Make High-Quality Output

The best things take time. With the tasks figured out, employees can do their best in

making a quality output. They have a lot of time to make it ideal for company standards.

Be Time Efficient

Time efficiency is everything in business projects and work. With the important tasks

being focused on during the sprint planning, the easy part will be a walk in the park.

This will result in team projects being done on time.

To Synchronize Teams

A sprint plan is a great way to align employees. The team assigned to the task will work

in sync with the other department's needs. It will be a good use of their work hours and

productivity.

What’s in a Sprint? Parts?



Header

With the different kinds of sprint documents from marketing plans to meeting activities,

it is important to inform what type it is on the get-go. Details like the company and the

date must be included too on the header.

Table

A table is usually included in sprint documents. They allow the content to be organized

properly for readers to understand.

Status

Content on the sprint documents must give an indication of the status of the project.

This is important, especially in sprint reports and trackers.

Timeboxing

Timeboxing is setting the period of time in which the sprint takes place. This is to ensure

that the project is done in a specific block of time and isn't drawn out longer.

How to Design a Sprint

1. Choose a Sprint Size.

2. Decide the purpose of the sprint document.

3. Select the Sprint Template.

4. Choose a layout for your sprint.

5. Apply your content.

6. Finalize the necessary details and download your output.

Sprint vs. Scrum

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/sprint-sizes/
https://www.template.net/editable/sprint


A sprint refers to a period of time in which important tasks in a project are completed.

Scrum refers to an agile project management methodology that uses protocols to

enhance the experience of collaboration and improve problem-solving skills.

What's the Difference Between Sprint, Iteration, and

Release?

A sprint is a productivity technique using specific blocks of time to do important tasks

for a project.

An iteration is a project management technique where the project is done in small

sections.

A release is the larger version of a sprint, with the blocks of time being a lot longer.

Sprint Sizes

Sprint documents do not have a definite size but they do share the same standard size as

most business documents do. The most common sprint sizes that are used include the

US Letter and A4 sizes.

● US Letter (8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm)

● A4 (8.3 × 11.7 inches or 210 × 297 mm)

Sprint Ideas & Examples

Documents involving sprints may pertain to a lot of details like backlogs, reports,

activities, solutions, and implementations. Check out a few selections of sprint ideas and

examples for inspiration.

● Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Backlog Sprint Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/sprint-sizes/
https://www.template.net/graphic-design/sprint-ideas/


● Goal Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Scrum Planning Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Agile Planning Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Planning Meeting Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Planning Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Agile Project Plan Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Remote Design Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Project Tracker Sprint Ideas and Examples

● Planning Board Sprint Ideas and Examples

FAQs

What is Sprint planning?

Sprint planning is the act of making a plan on what to do during a specific block of time

to work on a project.

What are some challenges for a design Sprint?

Some of the challenges include making use of time to work on designs and coming up

with the best idea within that small period of time.

What do you do in a Sprint review and retrospective?

To make a sprint review and retrospective, you need to note down the goals you have

achieves including the actions that either benefit or slow the project down.

How do you track your progress in a Sprint?

Using a sprint check-in or a daily tracker you can track your progress during a sprint.

What are the key features of Sprint?



A sprint document has details that describe the happenings of a project and is usually

presented in tabular form.

What are the activities of Sprint review?

A spirit review presents activities that involve the work done in a project.

What are Sprint life cycles?

A sprint life cycle refers to the period of time itself that is allotted.

How to do Sprint planning?

To do sprint planning, determine the team members, go over the backlogs, and confirm

task ownership among the team.

What is a Spring framework?

It is a framework that helps teams realize how to work together effectively, quite similar

to how a sports team operates.

What is a Spring configuration file?

A spring configuration file refers to an XML file that contains information regarding

classes.


